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Abstract—The need to analyze increasingly larger graph
datasets has driven the exploration of new methods and unique
system architectures for graph processing. One such method
moves away from the typical edge- and vertex-centric approaches
and describes graph algorithms using linear-algebra operations,
bringing the added benefits of predictable data-access patterns
and ease of implementation. The performance of this approach
is limited by the sparse nature of graph adjacency matrices,
which leads to inefficient use of memory bandwidth, and reduced
scalability in distributed systems. In order to maximize the
scalability and performance of these linear-algebra systems, we
require new sparse-matrix storage formats capable of maximizing
memory throughput and minimizing latency, while maintaining
low storage overhead. In this paper, we present an overview of a
novel sparse-matrix storage format called Hashed-Index Sparse-
Column/Row (HISC/R) which guarantees constant-time row or
column access complexity at low storage overhead, while also
supporting online non-zero element insertions and deletions. We
evaluate the performance of HISC/R using randomly generated
Kronecker graphs, demonstrating a 19% reduction in memory
footprint, and 40% reduction in memory reads, for sparse
matrix/matrix multiplication compared to competing formats.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale graph processing is a key component in modern

scientific computing and data analytics, with many commercial

and defense applications [1, 2]. Graph-processing applications,

however, do not map well to conventional system architec-

tures. Whereas conventional systems focus on maximizing

computational throughput and data locality and reuse, graph-

processing problems are typically memory-bounded and data-

driven, with highly irregular datasets [3]. These problems

are further compounded in distributed systems, where the

unstructured nature of graph datasets leads to inefficient data

partitioning and load imbalances. The need to analyze increas-

ingly larger graph datasets has driven the exploration of new

methods, algorithms, and distributed system architectures for

graph processing.
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One such method moves away from the typical edge- and

vertex-centric approaches and describes graph algorithms in

terms of linear-algebra primitives operating on graph adja-

cency matrices [4]. This approach brings with it the benefits

of the predictable access patterns of linear-algebra operations,

and a higher level of abstraction simplifying the implementa-

tion and parallelization of many graph algorithms [4]. In order

to maximize the scalability and performance of this approach,

however, low-overhead storage formats capable of providing

scalable, low-latency access to data are critical [5].

Many storage formats have been developed which are

optimized for different non-zero distributions and platform

architectures. The most commonly used sparse-matrix stor-

age formats for graph processing are Compressed Sparse-

Column/Row (CSC/R) and Doubly Compressed Sparse-

Column/Row (DCSC/R) [6]. These formats, however, trade-

off between storage and lookup complexity, providing either

fast lookups at the expense of increased storage overhead, or

low storage overhead at the expense of increased access time

for unfavorable non-zero distributions.

In order to overcome these limitations, we propose a novel

sparse-matrix storage format called Hashed-Index Sparse Col-

umn/Row (HISC/R). HISC/R uses a hashed pointer vector

and segmented-storage vector which provides constant-time

accesses to row or columns of a matrix with low storage

overhead, and enables online non-zero insertions and deletions.

Additionally, HISC/R optimizes the storage of hypersparse

matrices by allowing non-zero elements to be stored directly

in the hashed pointer vector. In this paper, we provide an

overview of HISC/R, and demonstrate the storage and lookup

performance of HISC/R compared to CSC/R and DCSC/R

using randomly generated Kronecker graphs. We also show

that HISC/R requires up to 40% less memory reads compared

to DCSC/R when performing SpGEMM, and uses up to 19%

less storage for hypersparse datasets.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II overviews competing sparse-matrix storage formats

for graph processing. Section III presents and overview of

the Hashed-Index Sparse-Column/Row format. Section IV

presents our experimental results comparing the storage and

lookup performance of HISC/R against competing formats.

Finally, Section V presents our conclusions.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of indexing techniques used by CSC/R and DCSC/R.

II. SPARSE-MATRIX FORMAT OVERVIEW

Various sparse-matrix storage formats [7, 8, 9, 10] have

been developed to maximize algorithmic performance for

different non-zero distributions and hardware architectures.

We define an optimal format as one that enables constant-

time lookup complexity for row or column elements while

maintaining O(nnz) storage, where nnz is the number of
non-zero elements in the matrix. In practice, however, sparse-

matrix storage formats must compromise between maximizing

lookup performance or minimizing storage overhead.

Compressed Sparse-Column/Row (CSC/R) is the most com-

monly used sparse-matrix storage format for graph processing

due to its simplicity and good performance [11]. CSC/R

encodes matrices using three vectors: the pointer, index, and

value vectors, as shown in Figure 1. The value and index

vectors are sparse vectors which store the corresponding values

and non-major indices of the non-zero elements of CSC/R in

column/row-major order. The pointer vector is a dense vector

which contains an offset into the index and value vectors for

the start of each column/row for CSC/R. The dense pointer

vector enables constant-time indexing into the start of rows

and columns at the expense of significant storage overhead

when dealing with distributed sparse or hypersparse matrices.

To overcome this storage limitation, the Doubly Compressed

Sparse-Column/Row format [6] replaces the dense pointer

vector with a sparse pointer vector, only storing entries for

non-zero rows or columns as shown in Figure 1. Since the

pointer vector is sparse, another index vector is used to

store the row/column index associated with each pointer. By

using a sparse pointer vector, we must now search for each

row/column, increasing the lookup complexity to O(nzc/r),
where nzc/r is the number of non-zero columns/rows. In order
to minimize the search overhead, DCSC/R introduces an AUX

array which breaks the non-zero rows/columns into blocks and

stores a pointer to the first non-zero of each block. Although

DCSC/R solves the scalability issues of CSC/R by eliminating

the dense pointer vector, the introduction of a sparse vector

requires a search on lookup and may significantly increase the

lookup overhead and limit performance.
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Fig. 2. Overview of HISC/R using segmented storage.

III. HASHED-INDEX SPARSE-COLUMN/ROW

Hashed-Index Sparse-Column/Row (HISC/R) uses a hashed

pointer vector rather than the dense pointer vector used in

CSC/R, or the sparse pointer vector used in DCSC/R, as

illustrated in Figure 2. When looking up the non-zero values

of a column or row, we use a hash function to generate

an offset into the hashed pointer vector, verify the key, and

use the pointer and size entries to iterate over the non-zero

elements. The hash-table type and load factor, α, determines
the achievable storage and lookup performance of HISC/R.

A. Hashed pointer vector

Each bucket in the hashed pointer vector consists of three

entries: the key (column/row index for HISC/R respectively),

a pointer into the non-zero value/index vectors, and the size

of the current column or row. In order for HISC/R to achieve

high performance, we need a function h : M → {0, ..., B −
1} for a hash table with B buckets, that provides sufficient

uniformity regardless of the non-zero distribution. We select

the initial number of buckets, B, targeting a load factor of 0.75
based on the expected number of non-zero rows or columns

in the matrix. HISC/R uses tabulation hashing [12], a strongly

universal3 family of hash functions [13] which provides good

uniformity guarantees regardless of the non-zero row/column

distribution with low computational complexity.

Although simple collision-resolution techniques such as

linear or quadratic probing, and double hashing, provided

good lookup performance when α < 0.6, we must turn
to more complex hash-table designs to achieve higher load

factors. Hopscotch hashing [14] combines various techniques

from multiple-choice and relocation hashing, linear probing,

and chaining to provide a compromise between lookup per-

formance and load factor. Our experiments indicates that

hopscotch hashing outperforms the other explored hash-table

types for HISC/R by achieving a load factor of up to 83%,

with an average of 1.4 probes per lookup.

B. Segmented-storage vector

Although HISC/R can use a single index/value array similar

to CSC/R and DCSC/R, we instead use a segmented-storage

vector which enables online insertions and deletions. The

segmented-storage vector breaks rows or columns with more

than one non-zero element into variable-sized sublists with

initial size L0. Each sublist contains either null or a pointer

to the next sublist of size kdL0, where k is a customizable
multiplier, and d is the current sublist depth. Unused elements
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Fig. 3. Comparison of HISC/R and CSC/R storage performance for randomly
generated scale-30 Kronecker matrices.

of each sublist are initialized to zero to indicate that they can

be inserted into, as shown in Figure 2. The parameters L0

and k provide a method to tune the segmented-storage vector,
allowing users to minimize the storage overhead and number

of segments for a particular dataset. The optimal values for

these parameters depend on the properties of the matrix being

stored, and can be determined experimentally.

In cases where there is only one non-zero in a row or

column, as is the common case for hypersparse matrices,

we store the non-zero value directly in the hash table. The

extended bits shown in Figure 2 are used to indicate whether

we are storing a non-zero value or the start of a segmented

vector in the hash table. When storing a non-zero directly in

the hash table, we place the major index in the key, the minor

index in the pointer position, and the value in the size position.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we compare the storage and lookup perfor-

mance of HISC/R with CSC/R and DCSC/R. Our experiments

use randomly generated scale-30 Kronecker matrices [15]

(adjacency matrix of size 230 by 230) with edge factors varying
from 10−3 to 103. We use HISC/R with hopscotch hashing and
segmented storage with the parameter values L0 = k = 2.
Unsegmented HISC/R uses a single value and index array

similar to CSC/R and DCSC/R, and does not store non-zero

elements in the hashed pointer vector. The figures are divided

into hypersparse and sparse regions in order to illustrate the

storage format behavior for different levels of sparsity.

A. Storage comparison

We compare storage performance by calculating the ratio of

the number of bytes to store matrices using HISC/R to CSC/R

and DCSC/R. Figure 3 compares the storage performance

of HISC/R with CSC/R. HISC/R and unsegmented HISC/R

greatly outperforms CSC/R in the hypersparse region, as
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Fig. 4. Comparison of HISC/R and DCSC/R storage performance for
randomly generated scale-30 Kronecker matrices.

indicated by the storage ratio approaching zero asymptotically.

As the matrix density approaches an average of one non-zero

per row/column, the overhead from the dense pointer vector

of CSC/R decreases, causing the storage ratio to increase. The

storage ratio of HISC/R peaks around 1.4 at an average of 10

non-zero elements per row/column and then asymptotically

approaches 1.25 as the matrix becomes denser.

Figure 4 compares the storage performance of HISC/R with

DCSC/R. HISC/R achieves a storage ratio of 0.85 in the

hypersparse region by storing non-zero elements directly in

the hashed pointer vector. Unsegmented HISC/R approaches

a storage ratio of 1.25 in the hypersparse region due to the

unused buckets in the hashed pointer vector. As the matrix

becomes denser, the number of rows and columns with more

than one non-zero element increases, increasing the number

of storage segments. Due to the unused elements in the

segmented-storage vectors, the storage ratio peaks around 1.35

in the sparse region at 10 non-zero elements per row/column,

and then approaches 1.25 asymptotically as the matrix be-

comes denser. Optimizing the parameters L0 and k for the
dataset being stored would minimize this overhead, and will

be explored in our future work.

B. Performance comparison

We evaluate the lookup performance of HISC/R using

sparse generalized matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM).

SpGEMM is a key kernel used for many graph-processing

applications including all-nodes shortest paths, and between-

ness centrality. We measure the total memory read operations

required for SpGEMM when using CSC/R, DCSC/R, and

HISC/R, for varying degrees of sparsity. We measure only

the total memory reads needed to perform SpGEMM, and do

not assume a particular hardware architecture. We compare the

percent improvement of HISC/R over CSC/R and DCSC/R in
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Fig. 5. Comparison of total reads required to perform sparse matrix/matrix
multiplication using HISC/R compared with CSC/R and DCSC/R.

terms of the reduction in total memory accesses required to

perform the computation.

Figure 5 presents the percent improvement in the total

number of memory reads required by HISC/R compared to

CSC/R and DCSC/R. HISC/R provides an improvement of

up to 40% and 14%, compared to DCSC/R and CSC/R

for hypersparse datasets, respectively. The improvement of

HISC/R in the hypersparse region is a result of storing non-

zero elements directly in the hashed pointer vector, reducing

the number of indirect memory accesses compared to CSC/R

and DCSC/R. In the sparse region, HISC/R requires up to

16% more memory accesses than CSC/R due to having to

decode additional pointers for the segmented-storage vectors.

As the matrices become denser, this overhead decreases as the

additional segment lookups are amortized by the increasing

segment size.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present an overview of Hashed-Index

Sparse-Column/Row (HISC/R), a novel sparse-matrix storage

format optimized for graph-processing applications. HISC/R

provides O(1) lookup complexity and O(nnz) storage com-
plexity while also enabling runtime insert and delete op-

erations, enabling matrices to be constructed directly with-

out using expensive intermediate storage formats. We show

that HISC/R requires significantly less storage than CSC/R

and up to 19% less than DCSC/R for hypersparse datasets

when maintaining an average hash-table load-factor of 71%.

Additionally, we show HISC/R provides up to a 14% and

40% improvement in terms of memory reads compared to

CSC/R and DCSC/R, respectively, when performing matrix

multiplication with hypersparse datasets. The reduction in

the total number of memory accesses and favorable storage

performance for hypersparse datasets make HISC/R uniquely

suited for scalable graph processing.
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